Programs of Study

The Department of Languages and Cultures offers a degree program that leads to the Bachelor of Arts in Languages and Cultures, with concentrations in French, German, Russian, and Spanish. The degree can be taken with or without K-12 Pennsylvania teaching certification. The degree-granting program includes a common core of 6 credits in English for all students, a required Immersion Experience, and 30 credits of course work in the target language. Additionally, students will be able to double major and choose from one or more minors in French, German, Italian, Latin, Russian, and/or Spanish.

- Bachelor of Arts in Languages and Cultures (BALC), with a concentration in: French, German, Russian, or Spanish
- Bachelor of Arts in Languages and Cultures with Elective Certification with a concentration in: French, German, Russian, or Spanish

The Instructional I Certificate in a language qualifies the holder to teach their major language in the public schools (kindergarten through 12th grade) of Pennsylvania.


The Study Abroad Program and Immersion Experiences

Majors and minors in languages are strongly encouraged to study abroad for immersion experiences. If study abroad for an entire year is not feasible, students should plan to study for a semester or, at least, one summer. The department advises students in cooperation with the Global Engagement Office and cooperates with other PASSHE schools in affording students study abroad venues. (In the event that a language major is unable to complete the immersion experience, the department will make other options available.)

Students in the department can choose from a broad range of study abroad options in all of the languages covered by the department (whether at the major or the minor level), in either WCU faculty-led programs and collaborations with study abroad organizations from all over the world. Please contact the Global Engagement Office (https://www.wcupa.edu/international/) for approved programs of study. The department's webpage contains information and updates on our study abroad programs.

Programs

Majors

- B.A. in Languages and Cultures - French Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-french-concentration/)
- Accelerated B.A. in Languages and Cultures - French Concentration to M.A. in Languages and Cultures - French Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-french-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures - German Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-german-concentration/)
- Accelerated B.A. in Languages and Cultures - German Concentration to M.A. in Languages and Cultures - German Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-german-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures - Russian Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-russian-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures - Spanish Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-spanish-concentration/)
- Accelerated B.A. in Languages and Cultures - Spanish Concentration to M.A. in Languages and Cultures - Spanish Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-spanish-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures with Elective Certification - French Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-elective-certification-french-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures with Elective Certification - German Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-elective-certification-german-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures with Elective Certification - Russian Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-elective-certification-russian-concentration/)
- B.A. in Languages and Cultures with Elective Certification - Spanish Concentration (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-ba-elective-certification-spanish-concentration/)

Minors

- American Sign Language (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/languages-cultures-american-sign-language-minor/)
- Arabic (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/arabic-minor/)
- Chinese (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/chinese-minor/)
- Deaf Studies (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/deaf-studies-minor/)
- French (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/france-minor/)
- German (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/german-minor/)
- Italian (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/italian-minor/)
- Japanese (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/japanese-minor/)
- Latin (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/latin-minor/)
- Latin American and Latino/a Studies (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/latin-american-latino-studies/latin-american-latino-studies-minor/)
- Linguistics (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/linguistics-program/linguistics-minor/)
- Russian (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/arts-humanities/languages-cultures/russian-minor/)
Approval for Student Teaching and Field Placements

Approval for Student Teaching
Candidates must apply through the Office of Clinical Experiences and Candidate Services for approval for student teaching placements. All candidates must meet the following criteria in order to student teach:

- Achieved Teacher Candidacy
  - Please refer to the complete Teacher Candidacy Policy (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/education-social-work/educator-preparation-programs/)
- Completed the following forms:
  - Student teaching application (must be submitted within one full year prior to the academic semester in which student teaching is to be scheduled)
  - PA Child Abuse History Certification
  - Criminal Record Check-PA State Police
  - FBI Background Fingerprinting Check
  - TB testing
- Registered for student teaching as they would for any other University courses.
- Attended a student teaching pre-registration meeting (The Office of Clinical Experiences and Candidate Services will notify students of preregistration meetings)
- See department webpage and/or handbook for specific programmatic requirements.

Field Placement in Schools
All field placements, including student teaching, are arranged by the Office of Clinical Experiences and Candidate Services with collaboration from the Field Coordinator. Students are not to solicit placements. While students’ needs are considered in assigning placements, no particular placement can be guaranteed. All placements are within one hour of the university. Transportation to and from field placements and student teaching is the responsibility of the individual student.

Accelerated Programs Policy
Refer to the Accelerated Programs page (http://catalog.wcupa.edu/undergraduate/accelerated-programs/) for more information.

Faculty

Professors

Mahmoud Amer (mamer@wcupa.edu) (2011)
B.A., Mutah University; M.A., University of Toledo; Ph.D., Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Maria José Cabrera (mcaberra@wcupa.edu) (2007)
B.A., Universidad de Murcia (Spain); M.A., West Virginia University; Ph.D., Rutgers University

Marcos Campillo-Fenoll (mcampillo-fenoll@wcupa.edu) (2009)
B.A., Universidad de Murcia (Spain); M.A., Ph.D., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Margarete J. Landwehr (mlandwehr@wcupa.edu) (1992)
B.S., Georgetown University; M.A., Ph.D., Harvard University

Michel H. Sage (msage@wcupa.edu) (1994)
M.A., San Diego University; Ph.D., University of California, Berkeley

Additional Course Options for the Minor in Chinese

Students who have tested into the language at a higher level than CHI 101 and need credit beyond CHI 302 in order to complete the minimum minor requirements should consider the topics courses LIN 420/LIN 411. Those topics offered in the Chinese language can be applied to the requirements of the minor.

Additional Course Options for the Minor in Japanese

Students who have tested into the language at a higher level than JPN 101 and need credit beyond JPN 302 in order to complete the minimum minor requirements should consider the topics courses LAN 420/LIN 411. Those topics offered in the Japanese language can be applied to the requirements of the minor.
Typically offered in Spring.

Pre / Co requisites: ARB 302 requires prerequisite ARB 301.

This course builds on ARB 301 in that it emphasizes reading and writing skills. It also focuses on comprehending spoken and written Arabic for students who have completed the equivalent of ARB 101.

Transfer Credits.

Pre / Co requisites: ARB 202 requires a prerequisite of ARB 101.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

Typically offered in Summer.

Typically offered in Summer.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Summer.

Typically offered in Fall.

Repeatable for Credit.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Summer.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.

Typically offered in Spring.

Typically offered in Fall.
ARB 420. Topics in Arabic Language Literature and Culture. 1-6 Credits.
This course offers students the opportunity to expand on concepts taught in previous courses by offering a topics-based focus to further students skills in the domains of Arabic language, literature, and culture.
Pre / Co requisites: ARB 420 requires a prerequisite of ARB 301 or ARB 302.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring, Summer, Winter. Repeatable for Credit.

ASL

ASL 101. Elementary American Sign Language I. 3 Credits.
This is the first course in an American Sign Language sequence. Students in this course will develop a fundamental vocabulary and understanding of American Sign Language. They will recognize, comprehend, apply and demonstrate culturally appropriate linguistic behaviors (vocabulary selection, grammar usage, turn-taking skills, feedback signals, eye-gaze, etc.) in order to communicate with other students and signers. In addition, information will be provided about deaf culture, general impact, barriers and opportunities related to hearing loss and Deaf Gain.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 101 requires a prerequisite of ASL 102 or CSD 111.
Typically offered in Fall.
Cross listed courses CSD 110, ASL 101.

ASL 102. Elementary American Sign Language II. 3 Credits.
This is the second course in the ASL language sequence. In this course students will increase communication skills; develop conversational skills in ASL. The students in this course will also continue to expand their knowledge of deaf culture by being provided with a better understanding of cultural values and behavioral roles of the Deaf community on the U.S. This course includes receptive and expressive activities, sign vocabulary, grammatical structure, receptive and expressive finger spelling, and facial expressions and body language.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 102 requires a prerequisite of ASL 101 or CSD 110.
Typically offered in Spring.
Cross listed courses CSD 111, ASL 102.

ASL 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

ASL 201. Intermediate American Sign Language I. 3 Credits.
This course is the third in the ASL language sequence. In this class students will build on what was learned in ASL 101 and ASL 102 (CSD 110 and CSD 111), continuing to emphasize the development of proper ASL grammar, syntax and vocabulary with emphasis on conversation and narration/storytelling. Vocabulary-building and mastery of grammar will be through rigorous receptive and expressive language activities. Topics discussed in ASL include the location and description of items in rooms and buildings, complaints, making suggestions, and making requests. Exposure to and knowledge of Deaf culture is an integral part of the course.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 201 requires a prerequisite of ASL 102 or CSD 111.
Typically offered in Fall.
Cross listed courses ASL 201, CSD 210.

ASL 202. Intermediate American Sign Language II. 3 Credits.
This is the fourth course in the WCU American Sign Language sequence and provides students with opportunities to expand their sign production and comprehension skills in ASL. Students continue to expand their awareness of ASL conventions, grammar and vocabulary, including an extensive review of topical signs and idioms. Students develop a greater competency in their receptive understanding of connected ASL discourse and in their expression of extended ideas, concepts, and stories in ASL. Their expressive competency in discussion of ideas includes an expression of their understanding of Deaf culture. Students continue the growth of their technical awareness of Deaf culture and ASL linguistics.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 202 requires a prerequisite of ASL 201.
Typically offered in Spring.
Cross listed courses CSD 211, ASL 202.

ASL 301. Advanced American Sign Language I. 3 Credits.
Development of expressive and receptive skills in the advanced use of American Sign Language, including fingerspelling and numbers. Receptive skills focus on ASL-English interpretation, whole word phase recognition and fingerspelling/number comprehension in text. Expressive skills focus on the development of incorporating advanced skills in storytelling, speech clarity and fluency. Students will learn how to sign cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, time, money, dates, addresses, and telephone numbers. Fingerspelling will be developed with an emphasis on real world situations. Students will develop skill sets related to ASL-English interpreting skills.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 301 requires a prerequisite of ASL 102 and a corequisite or prerequisite of ASL 201.
Typically offered in Fall.

ASL 302. Advanced American Sign Language II. 3 Credits.
The linguistic structure of sign languages, including American Sign Language and other used sign languages in the United States (SEE, PSE, etc). How sign languages around the world differ, and what properties they share. Accents and dialects in sign languages and how they are signed. How sign languages are similar and different from spoken languages. How and why sign languages have emerged. Advanced usage of American Sign Language including storytelling and narratives, as well as basic interpreting strategies. This course prepares students to enter interpreter training programs (ITP) to become certified ASL interpreters.
Pre / Co requisites: ASL 302 requires a prerequisite of ASL 201 and a prerequisite or corequisite of ASL 202.
Typically offered in Spring.

CHI

CHI 101. Elementary Chinese I.3 Credits.
Introduction to elementary Mandarin Chinese with focuses on hearing, speaking, reading and writing to develop basic competence. Emphasis is on integration of all language skills.
Typically offered in Fall.

CHI 102. Elementary Chinese II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of basic language skills in speaking, reading and writing of modern Chinese with an emphasis on solid training at the beginning level. The course focuses on providing students with the basic vocabulary needed for daily conversation. Elementary reading and limited writing introduced.
Pre / Co requisites: CHI 102 requires a prerequisite of CHI 101.
Typically offered in Spring.

CHI 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

CHI 201. Intermediate Chinese I. 3 Credits.
Third level of Mandarin Chinese, stressing advanced pronunciation with emphasis on intensive conversation and writing. Further development of audio-lingual proficiency, with increased reading and writing skills.
Pre / Co requisites: CHI 201 requires a prerequisite of CHI 102.
Typically offered in Fall.

CHI 202. Intermediate Chinese II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of Mandarin Chinese communicative skills through study and review of grammatical structures. Composition and conversation, with focuses on spoken and written communicative competence. Reading assignments and practices executed in Chinese characters.
Pre / Co requisites: CHI 202 requires a prerequisite of CHI 201.
Typically offered in Fall.

CHI 301. Advanced Chinese I. 3 Credits.
Third year Mandarin Chinese studies to continue focus on four aspects of language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing. The course helps to expand the students’ understanding of important linguistic structures. Students will be exposed intensively to both traditional and simplified Chinese characters, and gradually introduced to the formal written style expressions, in addition to expressions of spoken style. 
Pre / Co requisites: CHI 301 requires a prerequisite of CHI 202.
ECH 302. Advanced Chinese II. 3 Credits.
Second half of Mandarin Chinese studies to continue focus on four aspects of language skills: listening, speaking, reading, writing. Topics of Chinese cinema and society, with focus on 1978 to the present in terms of cinema language, style, movement, institutional change, censorship, youth culture, and social concerns as well as the government's policy on language and its effect on language used in cinema. Also studied are how the various forces, such as politics, economy, and globalization shape the present Chinese cinema and society. Hollywood and European art cinema will also be discussed because of their interaction with Chinese cinema.

ECH 304. Contemporary Chinese Cinema and Society. 3 Credits.
This course provides an introduction to contemporary Chinese cinema and society, with focus on 1978 to the present in terms of cinema language, style, movement, institutional change, censorship, youth culture, and social concerns as well as the government's policy on language and its effect on language used in cinema. Also studied are how the various forces, such as politics, economy, and globalization shape the present Chinese cinema and society. Hollywood and European art cinema will also be discussed because of their interaction with Chinese cinema.

ECH 308. Chinese Business Culture. 3 Credits.
A study of how traditional and modern Chinese culture and thought affect business operations and behaviors in China.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster.

EFR 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

EFR 301. United in Cultural Diversity: France and Germany in the European Union. 3 Credits.
This is a travel course that takes students to Paris, Brussels, Berlin, and Frankfurt to culturally examine how France and Germany are united in their many layers of diversity along ethnic and religious lines, and questions of gender and sexual orientation. Readings and screenings of culturally significant texts in their original languages will help students understand and identify the diversity of the EU's two most influential countries.
Typically offered in Winter.
Cross listed courses EFR 301, EGE 301.

EFR 320. French Civilization (In English). 3 Credits.
(In English) A study of France's political and educational systems and economic and religious institutions with emphasis on contemporary aspects.
Typically offered in Fall.

EFR 322. French Food: The History and Mysteries of French Cuisine. 3 Credits.
Why is French food considered a world heritage? How did it achieve such a status? Students will explore the origins of French cuisine, its evolution, and its current situation in a global economy to evaluate the enduring qualities of this important aspect of French culture. This study of French food will serve as a guiding thread to learning more about history, the arts, gender roles, tourism, politics, trade, immigration, and colonialism. No knowledge of French is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

EFR 330. Francophone Cultures West Africa-Caribbean. 3 Credits.
A multidisciplinary approach to the cultures and civilizations of Francophone countries in West Africa and the Caribbean, including historical and geographical factors, religious and sociological structures, and literary and artistic production.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Francophone Area Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Fall.

EFR 350. French Civilization on Film. 3 Credits.
(A in English) A study of French history and culture as reflected in French and French-speaking cinema.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Francophone Area Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Fall.

EGE 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.
EIT 301. United in Cultural Diversity: Germany and France in the European Union. 3 Credits.
This is a travel course that takes students to Paris, Brussels, Berlin, and Frankfurt to culturally examine how France and Germany are united in their many layers of diversity along ethnic and religious lines, and questions of gender and sexual orientation. Readings and screenings of culturally significant texts along with onsite visits and discussions will help students understand and identify the diversity of the EU’s two most influential countries.
Typically offered in Winter.
Cross listed courses EFR 301, EGE 301.

EIT 323. Austrian Civilization. 3 Credits.
An interdisciplinary study of Austrian civilization, focusing on Vienna 1848-1938. The relationship of selected cultural and intellectual developments to their political and social contexts. This course employs the perspective of many disciplines but is specifically concerned with the humanities and visual arts.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Germany Culture Cluster, Interdisciplinary Requirement.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

EIT 404. Artists as Conscience: Postwar Lit/Film. 3 Credits.
An examination of the political and social issues of contemporary Germany through an analysis of literary and cinematic texts. Discussion topics include the Holocaust, Nazism, the Second World War, the Economic Miracle, the Cold War, terrorism, the feminist and peace movements, atomic warfare, and German reunification and its aftermath. No knowledge of German required.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Germany Culture Cluster.

EIT 405. German Film: Expressionism to Contemporary German Film. 3 Credits.
An analysis of German films from Expressionism to the present. Students shall examine the films in terms of their political and social context and as works of art. Directors include Fritz Lang, Murnau, Wiene, Fassbinder, Herzog, Schlandorff, von Trotta, and Wenders. No knowledge of German required.
Typically offered in Fall.

EIT 409. Impact of Holocaust on Lit and Film. 3 Credits.
This course studies the causes and effects of the Holocaust through literary, philosophical, and cinematic works of post-war Europe and America. No knowledge of German required.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Germany Culture Cluster.

EIT

EIT 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

EIT 321. Images of Italy. 3 Credits.
(In English) An overview of Italian geography, history, and regional cultures, along with its literary, philosophical, scientific, and artistic manifestations and contributions to the world.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Italy (Italian) Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

EIT 333. Beyond The Godfather: New Perspectives on the Italian Mafia. 3 Credits.
The term “Mafia” has become imbued with legend and myth through its widespread representation in popular and fictional narratives. The glamorized image of the mafioso, especially in American films such as The Godfather or Goodfellas, has distorted the true nature and scope of the Mafia. Through a selection of contemporary Italian novels and films, this course will explore the representation of the Mafia in historical, cultural, and gendered perspectives.
Gen Ed Attribute: Italy (Italian) Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Fall.

EIT 360. Italian Cinema. 3 Credits.
A study of Italian cinema history and culture as seen through a selection of feature films. The primary aim of this course is to develop students’ knowledge of the historical, cultural, and technical contexts in which Italian films and cultures have transformed within Italy and the rest of the world. Students will be introduced to themes and styles of Italian cinema from the rise of Fascism through the present.
Typically offered in Spring.

ERU

ERU 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

ERU 309. Russian Culture. 3 Credits.
(In English) A course designed to acquaint students with Russian culture and life in Russia today. No knowledge of Russian required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ERU 363. Russian & Soviet Film and Literature. 3 Credits.
A comparative approach to selected 20th century Soviet and Russian works of fiction, poetry, drama, and film. No knowledge of Russian is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP

ESP 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer. Repeatable for Credit.

ESP 300. Latin-American Culture and Civilization (In English). 3 Credits.
Cultural, geographic, literary, philosophical, and artistic manifestations of the Hispanic-American world. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 303. Convivencia: Muslims, Jews, and Christians in Medieval Spain. 3 Credits.
This course focuses on the culture of the southern portion of the Iberian Peninsula (today, Spain and Portugal), known as Al-Andalus, where Christians, Jews, and Muslims lived together from the 8th to the 15th centuries. Through the study of historical, religious, and artistic materials, political and social events, and architectural and literary works, the course examines the display of multicultural identities in Medieval Europe. All course materials are in English.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 305. Spanish Cinema. 3 Credits.
This course will investigate the ways in which films participate in and create debates about the relationship between national identification, class, and gender. No knowledge of Spanish is required; taught in English.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

ESP 306. Representations of the Spanish Civil War. 3 Credits.
A study of how political activism in and outside of Spain created debates about the relationship between national culture(s), society, politics, and “official” versions of history.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Spring.
ESP 309. Latin America on Film (in English). 3 Credits.
This course explores contemporary Latin American film production in order to foster a better understanding of Latin American cultures and history while investigating complex power dynamics in Latin American societies. Films will be the points of departure to address critical issues such as history, culture, politics, economics, and religion; ethnic diversity, gender, class-based and racial conflicts; violence, dictatorship, and revolution; and the place of Latin America in an increasingly globalized world. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

ESP 310. Latin American Narrative from the European Conquest to 1930s. 3 Credits.
This course is an overview of the literature of Latin America from the arrival of European conquerors through the early 20th century. Throughout the semester, students will focus on narratives of encounter and conquest, life in the Colonial period, early republican literatures in Spanish American countries, and life in Imperial Brazil, as well as texts from the first half of the 20th century. Students will reflect on geographic ideological perspectives on “America” and “Latin America,” cultural and religious mixes (hybridism, syncretism), indigeneity, and the concept of identity in regional, national, ethnic, and gender matters.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

ESP 311. Contemporary Latin American Narrative. 3 Credits.
An examination of Latin American narrative (short story, novella, novel, and testimonial literature). Spanish- and Portuguese-language writers from South and Central America, Mexico, and the Caribbean will be studied, from the period of magical realism (1950s and 1960s) through the present. They may include Isabel Allende, Jorge Amado, Miguel Angel Asturias, Jorge Luis Borges, Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Clarice Lispector, Elena Poniatowska, and Luis Rafael Sanchez.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 316. Latin American Avant-Gardes and Mass Media. 3 Credits.
An exploration of the groundbreaking avant-garde artistic practices and the technological innovations of mass media from the early 1900s to today in Latin America with a focus on structural inequality in the region. Course studies the historical origins and transformation of concepts such as “originality,” “individuality,” and “the new” to understand how they acquired political, economic, social, and cultural value in modern Latin America. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

ESP 317. Utopia and Apocalypse in the Americas. 3 Credits.
What will the future hold in store for humanity: utopia or apocalypse? Toward what type of future society should we aim in the present? This course is taught from multiple perspectives and will foster thought giving reflection on what it means to belong to a community as expressed in cultural texts and media from the Spanish-speaking Americas, including travel narratives to unknown lands, utopian treatises, science-fiction and fantasy stories, and real-world attempts to construct utopian societies. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

ESP 318. Speaking Spanish in the United States. 3 Credits.
A course on the different historical, social and cultural issues related to the use of Spanish in the United States alongside other languages, mainly English, including the centuries-long presence of the language, and phenomena such as bilingualism, code-switching, language shift and language death. This course is taught entirely in English.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 319. Cultural Realities of Spain. 3 Credits.
A study of the origins and evolution of Spanish character, tradition, and thought as a result of its multi-cultural past and present. The interrelationship of its history and arts. The scope of its contribution to Western culture. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 324. Latinos in the U.S.. 3 Credits.
An interdisciplinary examination of Latinas/Latinos in the U.S. Course examines the changing cultural, historical, political, and economic situations of several Hispanic groups, including Central Americans, Cubans, Mexicans, and Puerto Ricans.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 333. Latina Writing. 3 Credits.
An examination of the literary works produced by Latinas in the 20th century. The study of this literature will include a cross-cultural approach that will elucidate sociopolitical themes emerging from the texts. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ESP 334. Politics & Economics Lit Of Modern Amer. 3 Credits.
(a also CLS 334) A comparative historical and literary examination of political and economic issues reflected in 20th century U.S. and Latin American literature. The study of representative texts of various genres will also elucidate issues of race, class and gender. No knowledge of Spanish is required.
Gen Ed Attribute: Foreign Language Culture Cluster, Spanish Culture Cluster.
Typically offered in Fall.

ESP 335. Latino Literatures in the US. 3 Credits.
This course examines the history of Latino groups (e.g., Mexicans, Cubans, and South Americans) in the U.S. through literary texts written by Latinos, and studies the cultural, economic, and political experiences leading to their acculturation or alienation in mainstream America.
Typically offered in Fall.

Cross listed courses CLS 335, ESP 335.

FLG

FLG 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

FRE

FRE 101. Elementary French I (Traditional). 3 Credits.
Fundamentals of French grammar, syntax, and pronunciation. All four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) are taught concomitantly. Taught in French. Language laboratory work required.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

FRE 102. Elementary French II (Traditional). 3 Credits.
Continuation of the fundamentals of French grammar, syntax, and pronunciation. All four skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) are taught concomitantly. Taught in French. Language laboratory work required.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

FRE 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

FRE 201. Intermediate French I (Traditional). 3 Credits.
Development of intermediate level skills in the language, using dialogues, compositions, samples of language structure, readings, and other cultural source materials, including film, media, and the Internet. Language laboratory work is required. Taught in French. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: FRE 201 requires a prerequisite of FRE 102 or language placement.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.
FRE 202. Intermediate French II (Traditional). 3 Credits.
Continuation of the development of intermediate level skills in the language, using dialogues, compositions, samples of language structure, readings, and other cultural source materials, including film, media, and the Internet. Language laboratory work is required. Taught in French. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: FRE 202 requires a prerequisite of FRE 201. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

FRE 302. Phonetics and Advance Oral French. 3 Credits.
Intensive practice in spoken French to develop skills in pronunciation and in listening comprehension. Introduction to French phonetics. Typically offered in Fall.

FRE 303. Francophone Civilization. 3 Credits.
An overview of the history and culture of France and a selection of French-speaking countries around the world, including study of art, society, economic and political structures and issues. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Spring.

FRE 304. Readings in Francophone Literature. 3 Credits.
A study of French literature and culture in context through the ages, as well as an exploration of French language culture in other countries around the world. Typically offered in Fall.

FRE 305. Advanced Grammar and Stylistics. 3 Credits.
Study of the more complex grammatical and syntactical structures of the language, with particular attention to stylistics. Practice in writing compositions on an advanced level with emphasis on correct usage. Gen Ed Attribute: Writing Emphasis. Typically offered in Spring.

FRE 315. French for Oral Proficiency. 3 Credits.
Total immersion course intended for students with a functional knowledge of French. Emphasis on oral and aural communication using real-life situation to develop fluency. Typically offered in Summer.

FRE 350. French Cinema. 3 Credits.
A study of French films as they reflect culture, language, and ideology, as well as film as art. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall.

FRE 401. Commercial French. 3 Credits.
A study of the French economic and business systems, and extensive practice in using forms and expressions frequently used in French business correspondence. Typically offered in Spring.

FRE 410. French Theater to 1900. 3 Credits.
A study of the French theater from its beginnings to the 19th century in the contexts of their times. Reading and analysis of representative plays from the various periods. Typically offered in Spring.

FRE 420. Topics in French Literature. 3 Credits.
Each topics course provides an in-depth study of a significant aspect of French culture, art, or literature, its history and influences, and/or its principal exponents, creative artists, and advocates. Topics will be announced annually by the French faculty. Typically offered in Fall & Spring. Repeatable for Credit.

FRE 421. Topics in French Literature. 3 Credits.
Each topics course provides an in-depth study of a significant aspect of French culture, art, or literature, its history and influences, and/or its principal exponents, creative artists, and advocates. Topics will be announced annually by the French faculty. Typically offered in Fall & Spring. Repeatable for Credit.

FRE 422. Topics in French Literature. 3 Credits.
Each topics course provides an in-depth study of a significant aspect of French culture, art, or literature, its history and influences, and/or its principal exponents, creative artists, and advocates. Topics will be announced annually by the French faculty. Typically offered in Fall & Spring. Repeatable for Credit.

GER 101. Elementary German I. 3 Credits.
This course is an introduction to the German language. Students will be introduced to speaking, writing, listening, and reading in German. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall.

GER 102. Elementary German II. 3 Credits.
This course is the second part of the introductory sequence to the German language. Students will continue to be introduced to speaking, writing, listening, and reading in German. Pre / Co requisites: GER 102 requires a prerequisite of GER 101. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Spring.

GER 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

GER 200. Intermediate Research. 1 Credit.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

GER 301. Intermediate German I. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the development of intermediate proficiency skills in the language. Readings in German literature as a basis for class discussion in German and practice in composition. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam. Pre / Co requisites: GER 201 requires a prerequisite of GER 101. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

GER 302. Intermediate German II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the review of grammar and syntax, and development of intermediate proficiency skills in the language. Readings in German literature as a basis for class discussion in German and practice in composition. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam. Pre / Co requisites: GER 202 requires a prerequisite of GER 201. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

GER 303. Advanced German Grammar and Composition I. 3 Credits.
The more complex grammatical and syntactical structures of the language with particular attention to stylistics. Practice in writing compositions on a more advanced level with emphasis on correct usage. Pre / Co requisites: GER 303 requires prerequisite of GER 202. Typically offered in Fall.

GER 307. Advanced Oral German. 3 Credits.
Intensive drill in the oral use of the language and phonetics to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking. Pre / Co requisites: GER 307 requires prerequisite of GER 202. Typically offered in Spring.

GER 310. Business German. 3 Credits.
For students with an interest in a business career, the course introduces trends and policies that influence German business practices, with an overview of the economy. No prior knowledge of business or economics required. Pre / Co requisites: GER 310 requires prerequisites of GER 303 or GER 307. Typically offered in Fall.

GER 315. Developing Oral Proficiency. 3 Credits.
Specific discursive strategies will be learned and practiced, with special emphasis placed on narration and description, two essential required components of oral proficiency testing. Pre / Co requisites: GER 315 requires a prerequisite of GER 303 or GER 307. Typically offered in Spring.

GER 322. Austrian Civilization. 3 Credits.
The study of Austrian civilization, focusing on Vienna 1848-1938. The relationship of selected cultural and intellectual developments to their political and social contexts. This course employs the perspective of many disciplines but is specifically concerned with the humanities and visual arts. Pre / Co requisites: GER 322 requires prerequisite GER 303 or GER 307. Typically offered in Fall.
GER 325. Introduction to German Linguistics. 3 Credits.
An introduction to the many facets of the German language from the times of the Germanic tribes to contemporary dialects. Course topics include a brief overview of the historical development of Germanic languages, including Dutch, English, and the Scandinavian languages (Swedish, Norwegian, Icelandic, Danish) and distinct dialects such as Swiss German, Bavarian, and Yiddish; use of the German language in an international context, in literature and in contemporary media; and, an introduction to German phonetics.
Pre / Co requisites: GER 325 requires a prerequisite of GER 303 or GER 307. Typically offered in Spring.

GER 326. The Representation of the Holocaust in Survivor Memoirs. 3 Credits.
This course will introduce undergraduate students to representations of the Holocaust in German-language and Yiddish Survivor Memoirs. Following a contextual introduction on the history of the Holocaust, students will learn about the different ways in which Holocaust survivors managed to recount the experiences that they endured, and students will be able to compare the experiences based on gender as well as on where survivors lived after the Holocaust. How did survivors, who chose to publish in German, experience a world in which German was classified as the perpetrator language? Students will also read Holocaust Survivor accounts written in Yiddish in German translation. What are the limits of language? What are the limits of Yiddish, which as a language has been perpetually threatened by extinction since the end of the Holocaust? These important questions will be underscored by an overview of the historical context of the Holocaust. The entire course will be conducted in German.
Pre / Co requisites: GER 326 requires a prerequisite of GER 202 or permission of the instructor. Gen Ed Attribute: Writing Emphasis. Typically offered in Spring.

GER 350. German Culture I: Middle Ages to 1900. 3 Credits.
This course offers a cultural history of German-speaking Europe from the Middle Ages to the turn of the 20th century including its musical, artistic, philosophical, and literary contributions to Western culture. Emphasis will be given to representative literary works of each era and to themes such as the contributions of women, Jews, and minorities to German culture, and the question of political vs. cultural identity.
Pre / Co requisites: GER 350 requires a prerequisite of GER 303 or GER 307. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall.

GER 351. German Culture: 20th Century German. 3 Credits.
A continuation of the cultural history of Germany with a focus on philosophy, literature, and the arts: 20th century.
Pre / Co requisites: GER 351 requires prerequisite of GER 303 or GER 307.

GER 404. German Artists as Social Conscience. 3 Credits.
An examination of the political and social issues of contemporary Germany through an analysis of literary and cinematic texts. Discussion topics include the Holocaust, Nazism, the Second World War, the Economic Miracle, the Cold War, terrorism, the feminist and peace movements, atomic warfare, and German reunification and its aftermath. Taught in conjunction with EGE 404.

GER 405. A Survey of German Film. 3 Credits.
An analysis of German films from Expressionism to the present. Students shall examine the films in terms of their political and social context and as works of art. Directors include Fritz Lang, Murnau, Wiene, Fassbinder, Herzog, Schindlhorff, von Trotta, and Wenders. Taught in conjunction with EGE 405.
Pre / Co requisites: GER 405 requires a prerequisite of any 300-level German course. Gen Ed Attribute: Arts Distributive Requirement, Writing Emphasis. Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall.

GER 408. Masterpieces of German Theatre. 3 Credits.
A study of the various trends of 20th-century German drama in the Federal Republic, the former GDR, Switzerland, and Austria, with a focus on expressionism, epic theater, and documentary theater.

GER 410. Independent Studies in Language and Literature. 3 Credits.
Special topics for advanced students only. This course may be taken again for credit. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add. Repeatable for Credit.

GER 411. Seminar in German. 3 Credits.
Independent study and research for upper-division students. Topics announced annually by the German faculty. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add. Repeatable for Credit.

GER 413. Impact Of Holocaust On Lit And Film. 3 Credits.
Contact department for more information about this course.

GRE

GRE 101. Elementary Greek I. 3 Credits.
Forms, grammar, and idioms of Attic and Koine Greek. Readings in Septuagint and New Testament Greek. Typically offered in Fall.

GRE 102. Elementary Greek II. 3 Credits.

GRE 199. Transfer Credits. 1-50 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

GRE 201. Intermediate Greek I. 3 Credits.
Readings in Socratic dialogues of Plato. Pre / Co requisites: GRE 201 requires a prerequisite of GRE 102. Typically offered in Fall.

GRE 202. Intermediate Greek II. 3 Credits.

GRE 301. Greek Reading I: Homer. 3 Credits.
Readings in prose and verse. Authors usually selected by genre. This course may be taken again for credit. Pre / Co requisites: GRE 301 requires a prerequisite of GRE 202.

GRE 302. Greek Reading II: Greek Historians. 3 Credits.
Continuation of readings in prose and verse. Authors usually selected by genre. This course may be taken again for credit. Pre / Co requisites: GRE 302 requires a prerequisite of GRE 202. Repeatable for Credit.

HBW

HBW 101. Elementary Biblical Hebrew I. 3 Credits.
Forms, grammar, and idioms of Biblical Hebrew. Selected readings.

HBW 102. Elementary Biblical Hebrew II. 3 Credits.

HBW 191. Hebrew I. 3 Credits.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

HBW 192. Hebrew II. 3 Credits.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

HBW 193. Hebrew III. 3 Credits.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

HBW 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

HBW 201. Intermediate Biblical Hebrew I. 3 Credits.
Readings in the prose and poetic documents of the Biblia Hebraica. Pre / Co requisites: HBW 201 requires a prerequisite of HBW 102.

HBW 202. Intermediate Biblical Hebrew II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of readings in the prose and poetic documents of the Biblia Hebraica. Pre / Co requisites: HBW 202 requires a prerequisite of HBW 201.
ITA

ITA 101. Elementary Italian I. 3 Credits.
Introduction to the structure and use of Italian, in class, homework and lab, including oral dialogues and study of culture and written texts, to develop elementary novice-level proficiency skills in the language.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ITA 102. Elementary Italian II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the introduction to the structure and use of Italian, in class, homework and lab, including oral dialogues and study of culture and written texts, to develop elementary novice-level proficiency skills in the language. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 102 requires a prerequisite of ITA 101.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ITA 199. Italian Transfer Credits. 1-50 Credits.
Italian Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

ITA 201. Intermediate Italian I. 3 Credits.
Interactive study of Italian grammar and syntax, through oral dialogues, compositions and readings, in class, homework assignments and language labs, to develop intermediate-level proficiency skills in the language. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 201 requires a prerequisite of ITA 102.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ITA 202. Intermediate Italian II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the interactive study of Italian grammar and syntax, through oral dialogues, compositions and readings, in class, homework assignments and language labs, to develop intermediate-level proficiency skills in the language. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 202 requires a prerequisite of ITA 201.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

ITA 301. Advanced Grammar/Composition/Conversation I. 3 Credits.
A course whose primary purpose is to develop and hone students’ writing abilities in Italian through a systematic grammar review.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 301 requires a prerequisite of ITA 201.
Gen Ed Attribute: Writing Emphasis.
Typically offered in Spring.

ITA 302. Italian Conversation and Culture. 3 Credits.
This is a conversation course with intensive interaction to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking ability. Furthermore, the aim of this course is to review and study some of the more complex grammatical and syntactical structures of the language, to review and expand Italian vocabulary, and to practice them in context and in conversation.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 302 requires a prerequisite of ITA 202.
Gen Ed Attribute: Speaking Emphasis.
Typically offered in Fall.

ITA 321. Italian Culture and Civilization. 3 Credits.
An overview of Italian geography, history, and regional cultures, along with its literary, philosophical, scientific, and artistic contributions to the world. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Typically offered in Fall.

ITA 360. Italian Film. 3 Credits.
A history of Italian cinema, as seen through representative works of each period/movement. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: ITA 360 requires prerequisite of ITA 202.
Typically offered in Spring.

JPN

JPN 101. Elementary Japanese I. 3 Credits.
Students will study idiomatic expressions and the fundamentals of grammar. Vocabulary acquisition, writing system (hiragana and katakana) and some kanji. The relationship between language and culture will be introduced and emphasized.
Typically offered in Fall.

JPN 102. Elementary Japanese II. 3 Credits.
Develops further the understanding, speaking, reading, and writing of Japanese, and emphasizes the structure of the language. Lectures, language laboratory, oral practice, and small group work.
Typically offered in Spring.

JPN 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits. Repeatable for Credit.

JPN 201. Intermediate Japanese I. 3 Credits.
Course is designed to reinforce the fundamentals of the Japanese language skills introduced in the elementary level. It also aims at developing the functional ability to communicate in Japanese beyond the survival level.
Pre / Co requisites: JPN 201 requires a prerequisite of JPN 102.
Typically offered in Fall.

JPN 202. Intermediate Japanese II. 3 Credits.
Acquisition of oral skills, with the class conducted entirely in Japanese. To develop the ability to behave appropriately and effectively in Japanese culture and society. Expansion of conversational skills. The course will also help develop cultural sensitivity, which is crucial in conducting intercultural communication.
Pre / Co requisites: JPN 202 requires a prerequisite of JPN 201.
Typically offered in Spring.

JPN 301. Conversational Japanese I. 3 Credits.
A continuation of Japanese 202. Students develop increased communication skills and greater understanding of Japanese grammar. This course will assist students in improving reading, writing and understanding the Japanese language, as well as refining pronunciation and other communication skills.
Pre / Co requisites: JPN 301 requires a prerequisite of JPN 202.

JPN 302. Conversational Japanese II. 3 Credits.
Improvement of Japanese language proficiency with focus on conversation for students who have completed the first 5 semesters (or equivalent) of Japanese. A review of kanji and fundamental reading strategies in order to enhance students’ verbal skills, with conversation centered around authentic materials, including newspaper articles on relevant social or political issues, short essays, and short articles from academic texts.

JYA

JYA 400. Senior Year Abroad (Fall Semester). 12 Credits.
JYA 450. Senior Year Abroad (Spring Semester). 12 Credits.

KOR

KOR 192. Korean II. 3 Credits.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor.
Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

LAN

LAN 100. Language and the Human Experience. 3 Credits.
Language plays a fundamental role in how humans experience the world around them. In this class, we will explore the nature of language and how language and culture intersect in various ways. Some of the questions we will attempt to answer include: What is human language? Does language equal thought? How are languages similar and different? How and why is language gendered? How are language and power connected? This course will expose you to new ways of thinking and talking about language, thus allowing you to view language use more critically in everyday interactions.
Gen Ed Attribute: Humanities Distributive Requirement.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.
LAN 150. Lovely Accents: The World's Vocal Tapestry. 3 Credits.
Accents are a big part of what makes us human. Nothing showcases more vividly the vocal tapestry stitched and reflected in our voices like accents do. This course introduces students to the study of the way people around the world sound when they speak. Why do people have accents? Is it true that each person has an accent? Have accents always existed? What causes us to perceive some accents as "cool", and other accents less so? Can someone get rid of their accent? Should they? The course presents a general survey of human accents around the world. The course also discusses people's attitudes to accents different than those of their own.

Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall, Spring, Summer, Winter.

LAN 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

LAN 312. What is Empathy? Scientific and Cultural Understandings. 3 Credits.
In this interdisciplinary course we shall examine answers to this question in various eras, disciplines, and cultures. A secondary question will be: Can empathy be learned? The course will conclude with an analysis of literary and cinematic texts that deal with the role of artistic works in eliciting empathy.
Gen Ed Attribute: Interdisciplinary Requirement.

LAN 327. Introduction to Linguistics for Language. 3 Credits.
An introduction to applied linguistics structured to meet the needs of language majors and future world language teachers. Examples are drawn from the language(s) expertise of the students.
Typically offered in Spring.

LAN 355. Technology and Language Learning. 3 Credits.
This course prepares students to both utilize existing technology and create new tools to better engage language learners. It enables students to master techniques in designing computer-based learning content for a diverse student population. Drawing on scholarship in the field of computer-assisted language learning, students will be introduced to best practices in designing, publishing, creating, testing, and assessing the quality of computer-based learning. This course provides theoretical and practical training for second language educators and is a balance between scholarship and practice in this field of applied linguistics that focuses on the use of computer technology in second language education. Students will be introduced to recent theories in the study of Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) and will be trained in the use of many tools available for teacher education that employ various technological tools.
Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer. Repeatable for Credit.

LAN 382. Teaching English Language Learners PK-12. 3 Credits.
A study of issues and the application of techniques, strategies, and materials for meeting the needs of English Language Learners/English Learners in inclusive classrooms. Emphases include sociocultural issues in educational contexts, TESOL through the content areas, linguistics, second language acquisition, the integration and applications of the PA English Language Proficiency Standards PK-12 (ELPS) and current trends in second language teaching, learning and assessment.
Gen Ed Attribute: Diversity Requirement.
Distance education offering may be available. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer. Cross listed courses LAN 382, ENG 382.

LAN 390. How Are Languages Learned?. 3 Credits.
This course covers the basic principles of second language acquisition (SLA), an important area of study within the larger field of applied linguistics. Students will explore current theories of how people learn a second or foreign language, critically evaluate the theories and incorporate their own experiences with second language learning. Students will be expected to read, analyze, and respond to research that presents current views on second language acquisition. The field of SLA is inherently interdisciplinary and draws on research shaped by the prominent academic disciplines of psychology, sociology, education, and linguistics. Thus, a variety of views of SLA will be discussed in the class. Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

LAN 401. Teaching of Modern Languages: K - 12. 3 Credits.
Problems, methods, and materials of teaching second languages at all levels. Observation and participation in second-language classrooms.
Pre / Co requisites: LAN 401 requires prerequisites of LIN/ENG 230 or LAN 327 and EDS 306; completion of language courses through the advanced level. Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

LAN 403. Second Languages in the Elementary School. 3 Credits.
Techniques and materials used in teaching second languages in the elementary school. Practice in the application of these techniques and observation of language classes.

LAN 420. Topical Seminar. 1-6 Credits.
Specialized studies in language and the teaching of foreign languages. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add. Typically offered in Fall, Spring, Summer, Winter. Repeatable for Credit.

LAN 425. Internship in Foreign Languages. 3-18 Credits.
A structured and supervised experience for students wishing to enhance their foreign language study directly in the workplace. Credits earned are based on time spent on the job. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add. Repeatable for Credit.

LAT

LAT 101. Elementary Latin I. 3 Credits.
Forms, syntax, and idioms of classical Latin. Selected readings. Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

LAT 102. Elementary Latin II. 3 Credits.

LAT 199. Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

LAT 201. Cicero. 3 Credits.
Selections from the orations, letters, and essays. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 201 requires a prerequisite of LAT 101 and LAT 102. Typically offered in Spring.

LAT 202. Vergil. 3 Credits.
Reading and analysis of celebrated portions of the Aeneid. The nature of Latin epic poetry. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 202 requires a prerequisite of LAT 201. Typically offered in Fall.

LAT 302. The Latin Lyric Poets. 3 Credits.

LAT 305. Reading Course in Latin. 3 Credits.
Open to Latin majors only. Area and content to be determined by the student’s needs. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 305 requires prerequisite of LAT 202. Repeatable for Credit.

LAT 405. Medieval Latin. 3 Credits.
Prose and poetry from the fourth to the 17th centuries. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 405 requires prerequisite of LAT 202.

LAT 406. Latin Tutorial Course. 3 Credits.
Required of majors in Latin or Classics; open to other students accepted by the instructor. Introduction to the history of the alphabet; principles of historical and comparative linguistics, especially as applied to courses in Greek and Latin; and history of the Latin language as seen in ancient authors and inscriptions. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 406 requires a prerequisite of LAT 202.

LAT 410. Independent Studies in Language and Literature. 3 Credits.
Special topics for advanced students only. Pre / Co requisites: LAT 410 requires a prerequisite of LAT 202. Consent: Permission of the Department required to add. Repeatable for Credit.
LNC

LNC 100. Discover the World on Film. 3 Credits.
Did you ever want to travel the world? In this course you will cross cultural and linguistic borders through film. We will engage diverse national films that represent varied cultural, historical, and philosophical traditions while asking what it means to be human in the contemporary world. Knowledge of languages other than English is not required.
Gen Ed Attribute: Humanities Distributive Requirement.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

LNC 105. Global Science Fiction. 3 Credits.
How do people relate to one another in a constantly changing universe? Students will engage a broad range of global science fiction to reflect on some of the most pressing ethical questions of the modern world. Topics may include how individuals and communities confront mad scientists, alien races, surveillance technologies, and post-apocalyptic landscapes, while exploring what it means to be human. All materials in English translation.
Gen Ed Attribute: Humanities Distributive Requirement, Writing Emphasis.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

LNC 106. Global Fantasy Fiction. 3 Credits.
In this introductory class, students engage with a broad range of global fantasy fiction and film. In a technology-saturated world, humans often crave a sense of wonder and seek out hope in the unexplainable. They imagine fantasy worlds to satisfy this need, stretch their imagination, and expand their range of expression. Topics may include epic struggles between right and wrong, schools for magic, and a wide range of fantastic creatures. At the same time, students will connect these stories back to reality to explore the role of fantasy in describing complex emotions, troublesome events, and the lived effects of oppression and injustice. All materials available in English.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

LNC 110. Global Human Rights in Cultural Production. 3 Credits.
This course will introduce students to the concept of Human Rights, familiarize students with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and examine case studies of Human Rights problems from around the world. In the first half of this course, students will learn about the development of the concept of human rights through an examination of its theoretical foundations, considering the tension between universality and relativity posed by the concept of universal human rights, and problematizing what this "universality" means for societies that perhaps have other, more pressing needs/priorities not included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. In the second half of this course, students will focus on examining a variety of human rights cases as represented in multiple cultural mediums (including films, a poem, a novel, a diary, and documentaries) and practice analyzing these cases to pinpoint the various stakeholders and their interests in the issue at hand. In class, students will learn tactical mapping and the case study method, which will be brought into class discussions throughout the second half of the course as they consider each human rights case study. Lastly, students will practice imagining themselves within these situations and think critically about the different choices of action they would have as an actor in the issue at hand. Students will practice ethical reasoning in examining how best to act as they imagine themselves navigating the complex field of these human rights questions.
Gen Ed Attribute: Ethics Requirement, Humanities Distributive Requirement.
Typically offered in Spring.

LNC 368. Comparative Cultural Studies. 3 Credits.
This course examines the dynamic processes by which our direct interaction with local and non-local cultural products (language modality, textual interpretation, performative modes and other representational systems) influences how we as participants see and understand diversity and our role in it. Taught in English.
Typically offered in Fall.

PLP

PLP 191. Tagalog I. 3 Credits.
Self-instructional program in one of the seldom-taught languages. The student works with an integrated text and tape program, and a tutor.
Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.

POL

POL 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

POR

POR 101. Elementary Portuguese I. 3 Credits.
Fundamentals of Portuguese grammar, syntax, and pronunciation. Introduction to Brazilian heritage and culture through graded reading selections.
Typically offered in Fall.

POR 102. Elementary Portuguese II. 3 Credits.
Fundamentals of Portuguese grammar, syntax, and pronunciation. Introduction to Brazilian heritage and culture through graded reading selections.
Pre / Co requisites: POR 102 requires a prerequisite of POR 101.
Typically offered in Spring.

POR 199. Transfer Credits. 1-9 Credits.
Transfer Credits.
Repeatable for Credit.

POR 201. Intermediate Portuguese I. 3 Credits.
Review and continuation of basic Portuguese with emphasis on vocabulary expansion and cultural insights through increased reading. Introduction to selected Portuguese and Brazilian authors.
Pre / Co requisites: POR 201 requires a prerequisite of POR 102.
Typically offered in Fall.

POR 202. Intermediate Portuguese II. 3 Credits.
Review and continuation of basic Portuguese with emphasis on vocabulary expansion and cultural insights through increased reading. Introduction to selected Portuguese and Brazilian authors.
Pre / Co requisites: POR 202 requires a prerequisite of POR 201.
Typically offered in Spring.

RUS

RUS 101. Elementary Russian I. 3 Credits.
Fundamentals of Russian language. Intensive practice in speaking, listening, reading, and writing to develop novice-level communication skills. Introduction to Russian culture through film and multimedia. No previous knowledge of Russian is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

RUS 102. Elementary Russian II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the fundamentals of Russian language. Intensive practice in speaking, listening, reading, and writing to develop novice-level communication skills. Introduction to Russian culture through film and multimedia. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 102 requires a prerequisite of RUS 101.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

RUS 103. Intensive Elementary Russian I-II. 6 Credits.
Fundamentals of Russian language. Intensive practice in speaking, listening, reading, and writing to develop basic communication skills. This accelerated course meets five days per week and completes the 101-102 elementary sequence in a single semester. Introduction to Russian culture through film and multimedia. No previous knowledge of Russian is required.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

RUS 201. Intermediate Russian I. 3 Credits.
Review and refinement of communicative skills through the continuing study of grammatical structures and vocabulary expansion to develop intermediate-level proficiency skills. Composition and conversation based on writings of intermediate difficulty and film sources. Continuing study of Russian culture through film and multimedia. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 201 requires a prerequisite of RUS 102 or RUS 103.
Typically offered in Fall.
RUS 202. Intermediate Russian II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the review and refinement of communicative skills through the continuing study of grammatical structures and vocabulary expansion to develop intermediate-level proficiency skills. Composition and conversation based on writings of intermediate difficulty and film sources. Continuing study of Russian culture through film and multimedia. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Typically offered in Spring.

RUS 203. Intensive Intermediate Russian II. 6 Credits.
Reinforcement and refinement of communicative skills through the continuing study and review of grammatical structures. Continuing study of Russian culture and life through film and multimedia. Course meets five days per week and completes the 201-202 sequence in a single semester. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 203 requires prerequisites of RUS 102 or RUS 103.

RUS 301. Advanced Grammar and Composition I. 3 Credits.
The more complex grammatical and syntactical structures of the language, with particular attention to stylistics. Practice in writing compositions on a more advanced level, with emphasis on current usage. Russian culture through readings in the original. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 301 requires prerequisites of RUS 202 or RUS 203.
Typically offered in Fall.

RUS 302. Advanced Grammar and Composition II. 3 Credits.
Further development of the more complex grammatical and syntactical structures of the language, with particular attention to stylistics. Practice in writing compositions on a more advanced level, with emphasis on current usage. Russian culture through readings in the original. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 302 requires a prerequisite of RUS 202 or RUS 203.
Typically offered in Spring.

RUS 303. Advanced Readings in Russian Literature. 3 Credits.
Russian literature in the original is read and analyzed. Russian culture through authentic readings.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 303 requires a prerequisite of RUS 202 or RUS 203.
Typically offered in Fall.

RUS 305. Russian Civilization I. 3 Credits.
(In Russian) A study of the cultural, philosophical, religious, political, and artistic contributions of Russia.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 305 requires a prerequisite of RUS 202 or RUS 203.

RUS 401. The Russian Novel. 3 Credits.
The Russian novel and literary trends of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 401 requires a prerequisite of RUS 301 or RUS 302.
Typically offered in Fall.

RUS 402. The Russian Drama. 3 Credits.
Work with theatrical texts in the original to build oral proficiency. Works of the major dramatists of the 19th and 20th centuries.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 402 requires a prerequisite of RUS 301 or RUS 302.
Typically offered in Spring.

RUS 407. Advanced Oral Russian I. 3 Credits.
Active work in the oral use of language and phonetics to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking in real life situations. Work with contemporary Russian film and music resources.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 407 requires a prerequisite of RUS 301 or RUS 302.
Typically offered in Fall.

RUS 408. Advanced Oral Russian II. 3 Credits.
Active work in the oral use of language and phonetics to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking in real life situations. Work with contemporary Russian film and music resources.
Pre / Co requisites: RUS 408 requires a prerequisite of RUS 301 or RUS 302.
Typically offered in Spring.

RUS 410. Independent Studies in Russian Language. 3 Credits.
Special topics for advanced students only.
Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.
Repeatable for Credit.

RUS 411. Seminar in Russian. 3 Credits.
Independent study and research for upper-division students. Topics announced annually by the Russian faculty.
Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.
Repeatable for Credit.

RUS 412. Seminar in Russian. 3 Credits.
Independent study and research for upper-division students. Topics announced annually by the Russian faculty.
Consent: Permission of the Department required to add.
Repeatable for Credit.

SPA

SPA 101. Elementary Spanish I. 3 Credits.
Fundamentals of Spanish geared to facilitate the development of functional proficiency at the novice level in listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Introduction to Spanish and Latin American culture through readings and discussion.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

SPA 102. Elementary Spanish II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of the fundamentals of Spanish geared to facilitate the development of functional proficiency at the novice level in listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Introduction to Spanish and Latin American culture through readings and discussion. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 102 requires a prerequisite of SPA 101.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

SPA 199. Spanish Transfer Credits. 1-10 Credits.
Spanish Transfer Credits.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.
Repeatable for Credit.

SPA 201. Intermediate Spanish I. 3 Credits.
Spanish with an emphasis on proficiency development at the intermediate level. Elements of grammar and pronunciation are introduced in class and via laboratory work. Literary and journalistic readings are utilized as a basis for writing assignments and class discussions in Spanish. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 201 requires a prerequisite of SPA 102.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

SPA 202. Intermediate Spanish II. 3 Credits.
Continuation of Spanish with an emphasis on proficiency development at the intermediate level. Elements of grammar and pronunciation are introduced in class and via laboratory work. Literary and journalistic readings are utilized as a basis for writing assignments and class discussions in Spanish. Must satisfy specified PREREQ or pass language placement exam.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 202 requires a prerequisite of SPA 201.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.

SPA 250. Intermediate Spanish for Reading. 3 Credits.
This is a course designed to help undergraduate students read in Spanish and translate texts from Spanish into English. This course serves as an alternative to the second part of the Intermediate Level sequence in Spanish (SPA 202). Students will be expected to continue to improve on their oral, aural, and writing Spanish skills by the end of the course, but the main emphasis will be to understand texts of moderate difficulty written originally in Spanish. Special emphasis is given to the expansion of vocabulary and the consolidation of grammatical structures studied throughout the sequence of SPA 101, SPA 102, and SPA 201. Throughout the weeks students will be able to get enough grammatical tools to understand how the language works and how to understand meaning. In-class communication between the professor and the students will be conducted in Spanish. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 250 requires a prerequisite of SPA 201 or permission of the department.
Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

SPA 301. Advanced Spanish Grammar and Composition. 3 Credits.
Review and mastery of Spanish grammar, with special emphasis on sentence structures, stylistics, and the skills needed to write advanced compositions. Students will also continue to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking skills. This course can be taken simultaneously with SPA 302 or SPA 303.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 301 requires a prerequisite of SPA 202 or SPA 250.
Gen Ed Attribute: Writing Emphasis.
Distance education offering may be available.
Typically offered in Fall, Spring & Summer.
DEPARTMENT OF LANGUAGES AND CULTURES

SPA 302. Advanced Spanish Grammar and Conversation. 3 Credits.
Additional review and mastery of Spanish grammar, with special emphasis on sentence structures and stylistics, along with intensive interaction to develop proficiency in listening comprehension and speaking ability. This course is intended for non-native speakers of Spanish. Heritage language learners should consider SPA 303. SPA 301 and SPA 302 can be taken simultaneously. Students may only receive credit for SPA 302 or SPA 303 but not both. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 302 requires a prerequisite of SPA 202 or SPA 250. Gen Ed Attribute: Speaking Emphasis. Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

SPA 303. Spanish for Heritage Speakers. 3 Credits.
This course is tailored to meet the specific needs of heritage speakers of the language. In many cases, this means students who grew up speaking Spanish at home but did not attend school in the language. In this course, students build on their already existing knowledge and expand their command of the four linguistic skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) while studying authentic cultural materials. Interested students are encouraged to consult the Department before enrolling for accurate placement. Non-native speakers should consider SPA 302. SPA 301 and SPA 303 may be taken simultaneously. Students may only receive credit for SPA 302 or SPA 303 but not both. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 303 requires a prerequisite of SPA 202 or SPA 250 or permission of the department. Gen Ed Attribute: Speaking Emphasis. Typically offered in Fall & Spring.

SPA 304. Spanish Language Topics in the Community. 3 Credits.
Spanish for the professional in fields such as social work, immigration, criminal justice, law, and medicine. Emphasis on oral communication in specific, real-life situations. Some interpretation, translation, and writing or professional documents. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 304 requires prerequisites of SPA 301 and SPA 302.

SPA 310. Business Topics in Spanish. 3 Credits.

SPA 315. Advanced Readings in Spanish. 3 Credits.
Development of advanced techniques for close-reading and interpreting authentic literary and cultural texts from the Spanish-speaking world. Special attention will be paid to improving proficiency in oral and written expression. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 315 requires a prerequisite of SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Fall.

SPA 320. Cultures of Spain. 3 Credits.
An interdisciplinary study of the arts, cultures, geography, literatures, and philosophies of Spain. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 320 requires a prerequisite of SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 321. Cultures of Latin America. 3 Credits.
An interdisciplinary study of the arts, cultures, geography, literatures, and philosophies of Latin America. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 321 requires a prerequisite of SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 322. Latin America on Film (in Spanish). 3 Credits.
This course consists of the analysis of several films about Latin America that address critical issues (history, politics, economy, religion, ethnic diversity, racial and gender discrimination) necessary to understand and appreciate Latin American culture. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 322 requires a prerequisite of SPA 302 or SPA 303. Gen Ed Attribute: Arts Distributive Requirement, Diversity Requirement. Distance education option may be available. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 330. Spanish Narrative. 3 Credits.
Representative selections of Spanish literature from its medieval beginning to the present. Focus will be on a variety of genres that highlight the interplay of language and context to understand dominant themes and concerns of a global era. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 330 requires prerequisite of SPA 315. Typically offered in Fall.

SPA 331. Latin American Narrative. 3 Credits.
Panoramic view of the rich and diverse voices and communities represented in Latin American literature from pre-Columbian indigenous texts to the present. Focus will be on the interplay of culture, society, and colonial and post-colonial politics on Latin American literary expression. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 331 requires a prerequisite of SPA 315. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 332. Exile, Land, Language, and Love in Medieval and Early Modern Spain. 3 Credits.
This course covers literary works from the ninth to the seventeenth century by focusing on the concept of exile in Spain, and introduces students to the multi-cultural artistic production of the Iberian Peninsula within the context of major historical and cultural events. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 332 requires a prerequisite of SPA 315. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 340. Study of Bilingualism: An Introduction. 3 Credits.
The course focuses on the bilingual situation in the U.S., in Latin America, and in Spain. Topics include the linguistic development of bilingual speakers, linguistic aspects such as the case of pidgin and Creole languages, the definition "Spanglish," and the sociopolitical aspects such as linguistic loyalty, linguistic politics and planning, and attitudes toward bilingualism. Taught in Spanish. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 340 requires prerequisites of LIN 230 or LAN 327 and SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 353. Introduction to the Study of Language: Spanish. 3 Credits.
A study of different aspects of languages, the structure of their sounds, how words are organized, their meanings, how languages are acquired, and how they are used in society. This course is conducted entirely in Spanish, although examples from other languages and their speakers will also be addressed. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 353 requires prerequisites of LIN 230 or LAN 327 and SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Fall.

SPA 365. Spanish Phonetics. 3 Credits.
Description and practice in the sounds of the Spanish language and its major dialectal differences. Comparative analysis with English. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 365 requires prerequisites of LIN 230 or LAN 327 and SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Fall.

SPA 370. History of the Spanish Language. 3 Credits.
Introduction to the history of the Spanish language to study its evolution and fundamental basics of research in the history of a language using primary sources to understand the mechanics involved in language change and the social and cultural evolution of the communities that use the language. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 370 requires prerequisites of LIN 230 or LAN 327 and SPA 302 or SPA 303. Typically offered in Spring.

SPA 402. Spanish Comedia of the Golden Age. 3 Credits.

SPA 405. Modern Hispanic Literature (18-19th C). 3 Credits.
Spanish and Spanish-American thought, literature, and culture as revealed in outstanding works from the neo-Classical period to the end of the 19th century. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 405 requires prerequisite of SPA 330 or SPA 331.

SPA 407. Contemporary Spain. 3 Credits.
Contemporary Spain studied in a European context. Film, literature, and electronic media used to elucidate cultural, political, and social connections. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 407 requires prerequisite of SPA 320 and 330. Distance education offering may be available.

SPA 444. Advanced Spanish Proficiency Development. 3 Credits.
This course provides intensive practice of advanced communication skills in speaking, listening comprehension, writing and reading, along with a review of Spanish grammar to foster proficiency development. Acquisition of cultural knowledge through a study of cultural products, perspectives, and practices. Course includes a language lab component. Pre / Co requisites: SPA 444 requires a prerequisite of SPA 330 or SPA 331 or SPA 332. Typically offered in Fall.
SPA 456. Senior Seminar in Hispanic Literary, Film, and Cultural Studies I. 3 Credits.
Seminars provide in-depth study of current topics in literary, film, and cultural studies related to the Spanish-speaking world. This course is intended to be taken in senior year. See departmental website for a listing of recent topics.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 456 requires prerequisites of SPA 315 and one additional SPA course above SPA 315.
Typically offered in Fall & Summer.
Repeatable for Credit.

SPA 457. Senior Seminar in Hispanic Literary, Film, and Cultural Studies II. 3 Credits.
Seminars provide in-depth study of current topics in literary, film, and cultural studies related to the Spanish-speaking world. This course is intended to be taken in senior year. See departmental website for a listing of recent topics.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 457 requires prerequisites of SPA 315 and one additional SPA course above SPA 315.
Typically offered in Spring.
Repeatable for Credit.

SPA 472. Nobel Laureates in Hispanic Letters. 3 Credits.
This course is devoted to study those Spanish-language writers from Spain and Spanish America who won the Nobel Prize in Literature during the 20th and 21st century for their literary achievements; to analyze their works and the sociopolitical context of their writings, and to examine the politics of literary awards and the significance of their recognition.
Pre / Co requisites: SPA 472 PREREQ; SPA 330 or SPA 331.